Non-critical slowing down of photonic condensation
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We investigate the response of a photonic gas interacting with a reservoir of pumped dye-molecules to quenches in the pump power. In addition to the expected dramatic critical slowing down of the equilibration time around phase transitions we find extremely slow equilibration even far away from phase transitions. This non-critical slowing down can be accounted for quantitatively by fierce competition among cavity modes for access to the molecular environment, and we provide a quantitative explanation for this non-critical slowing down.

The time scales of evolution of simple dynamical systems are typically directly related to system parameters. By contrast, systems with many degrees of freedom can exhibit emergent behavior, with dynamics on time-scales that have no clear origin in the microscopic equations of motion. A prominent example is the relaxation towards a steady state which is known to slow down when a system is close to a critical point [1,2]. This critical slowing down is present in the statistical mechanics of systems from atomic quantum gases [3] or magnetic metamaterials [4] to entire ecosystems or human societies [5].

The slowing down of system dynamics goes hand-in-hand with an increase in the amplitude of the fluctuations in both classical [6] and quantum statistical systems [7]. Close to criticality, fluctuations and dynamics become linked, and the system behavior can be characterized by critical exponents [1,8]. In this respect, critical slowing down is a very different phenomenon from other delayed-equilibrium phenomena such as prethermalization of isolated quantum gases [9] or light [10], and Anderson localization [11]. Non-critical slowing down is typically related to the integrability of the dynamical variables or to the kinetic impossibility of exploring the full state space available, and therefore not directly linked to fluctuations.

In this manuscript we investigate the slowing down of equilibration in a photonic gas in a pumped, dye-filled optical microcavity. Far from critical pump parameters, the response of the photon populations to abrupt changes in pumping has been shown experimentally to occur on timescales typical for the absorption of a cavity photon by a dye-molecule [12,13]. The fluctuations of photon numbers [14] and the phase of a Bose-Einstein condensate [15,16] have been observed to occur on similar timescales. Here, we find both critical and non-critical slowing down. Unusually, the non-critical slowing down does not appear to be related to an impossibility of exploring the state space, but rather to a detailed balance of excitations being exchanged between photon modes and partially-overlapping subsets of the dye molecules.

The equations of motion for the excited state

\[ \dot{n}_i = [n_i(E_i + A_i) + E_i]c_i v_i - \gamma_i n_i, \quad (1) \]

for each occupation number \( n_i \) of a cavity mode depends only on the single component \( v_i = e_i^T f_0 \) of the molecular environment. The corresponding coupling constant \( c_i \) reads \( c_i = \sum_j g_{ij} M_j |\mathbf{e}_i|_j \), where \( g_{ij} \) is the coupling constant between cavity mode \( i \) and a dye molecule at position \( j \); \( M_j \) is the number of molecules in the small volume element around this position, and \( |\mathbf{e}_i|_j \) is the element \( j \) of the vector \( \mathbf{e}_i \). \( A_i \) and \( E_i \) are the rates of absorption and emission of a dye molecule, and \( \gamma_i = A_i \sum_j g_{ij} M_j + \kappa \) is the decay constant, including the cavity decay rate \( \kappa \).
fractions of molecules $f_j$ read

$$\dot{j}_j = \sum_k \sum_i n_i \mathcal{P}_j B_i P_k f_k - B_0 j_j - \mathcal{P}_j x,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

in terms of the diagonal matrices $B_i$ with diagonal elements $[B_i]_{pp} = -(E_i + A_i) g_{pp}$, the matrix $B_0 = \sum_i B_i E_i/(E_i + A_i) + (\Gamma + P)I$, the vector $x$ with elements $[x]_j = P + \sum_i g_{ij} A_i n_i$, the pump rate $P$, and the decay constant $\Gamma_j$ for non-radiative decay or emission into free space.\[17 \[18\].

This approach allows us to investigate the equilibration of the light in the cavity after quenches in pump power. Strictly speaking, a steady state is reached only asymptotically, but in practice, one can accept small deviations and thus define a finite time to reach stationarity. We deem stationarity to be reached if the difference between populations of current state and exact steady state reaches a specified fraction of the exact steady state population for each mode of the cavity. The specification of this fraction is largely arbitrary; we chose a value of $10^{-6}$, and a different choice would result in an overall change of time-scale.

We consider a two-dimensional cavity with parabolic mirrors and harmonic oscillator eigenmodes labeled with the double index $i = [m_x, m_y]$. We take into account the lowest 5 energy levels, corresponding to 15 photonic cavity modes. In the Supplementary Material (SM) [19] we show that the numerical results for these parameters are unchanged for larger numbers of modes with a fixed number of molecules. Expressing all system parameters in units of cavity decay constant $\kappa$ and the harmonic oscillator length $l_{ho}$, we use a molecular density of $10^{13}/l_{ho}^2$, $M_j = 10^{13}$ molecules in each group and a molecular decay rate $\Gamma_j = \kappa/4$; the absorption and emission rates are $A_{[m_x, m_y]} = 10^{-12}\kappa$ [3.8, 9.2, 23.0, 55.4, 124.9]$_{m_x + m_y}$, and $E_{[m_x, m_y]} = 10^{-10}\kappa$ [5.6, 6.8, 8.2, 9.3, 10.0]$_{m_x + m_y}$, respectively, matching that of rhodamine 6G.

In order to analyze the equilibration time, we start with the system in its stationary state at a given pump power and then increase the pump power with a quench of 1%. Fig. [1] (TOP) shows the time taken to reach the steady state after this quench as function of post-quench pump power; the bottom panel shows the corresponding steady state population in each mode at the final pump power. One can see clear peaks in equilibration time at pump powers at which cavity modes condense or decondense. The intervals below and between the phase transitions seen in Fig. [1] (TOP) are labeled by letters ‘A’ to ‘E’. In the intervals ‘A’ to ‘C’, the equilibration time is about a factor of 10 larger than the cavity decay time $1/\kappa$. In interval ‘D’, however, the equilibration time does not reduce to the values found in ‘A’ to ‘C’, and interval ‘E’ features a broad plateau of the equilibration time, more than an order of magnitude larger than the base value around 10/\kappa. We explicitly verify that this plateau extends to pump rates reaching $10^3\kappa$, and that for parameters where a further condensation peak is observed, the non-critical slowing is not dependent on the tails of a subsequent condensation peak (see the SM in Ref. [19]).

Critical slowing down around phase transitions is well known [3, 5], and we find that all the four phase transitions are characterized by the same critical exponent of 1, i.e. a divergence of the equilibration time $\propto |P - P_c|^{-1}$ as the pump power $P$ reaches its critical value $P_c$. In contrast to this well known critical slowing down, however, the increase of equilibration time in ‘D’ and ‘E’ is not associated with any phase transition. To the best of our knowledge, such non-critical slowing has never been observed, and quite strikingly the time-scale more than $10^2/\kappa$ does not match any of the natural time-scales of the system.

Both the fast and the slow equilibration times can be explained in terms of Eq. [1]. Photons are being lost from the system with rate $\kappa$, and since the exchange of photons between cavity and environment is faster than this loss process, the system relaxes to the new steady state with a decay constant close to $\kappa$; however the change in pump power $P$ is much slower than the natural decay time $1/\kappa$. In interval ‘D’, the change in pump rate is so small that this plateau extends to pump rates reaching $10^3\kappa$, and that for parameters where a further condensation peak is observed, the non-critical slowing is not dependent on the tails of a subsequent condensation peak (see the SM in Ref. [19]).

Critical slowing down around phase transitions is well known [3, 5], and we find that all the four phase transitions are characterized by the same critical exponent of 1, i.e. a divergence of the equilibration time $\propto |P - P_c|^{-1}$ as the pump power $P$ reaches its critical value $P_c$. In contrast to this well known critical slowing down, however, the increase of equilibration time in ‘D’ and ‘E’ is not associated with any phase transition. To the best of our knowledge, such non-critical slowing has never been observed, and quite strikingly the time-scale more than $10^2/\kappa$ does not match any of the natural time-scales of the system.

Both the fast and the slow equilibration times can be explained in terms of Eq. [1]. Photons are being lost from the system with rate $\kappa$, and since the exchange of photons between cavity and environment is faster than this loss process, the system relaxes to the new steady state with a decay constant close to $\kappa$ after the change in pump power. Assuming an exponential decay, the relative deviation $\delta n_i$ from the steady state has decayed to a value of $d$ after the time $t_e$ satisfying $\delta n_e \exp(-\kappa t_e) = d$. With the value of $\delta n_e = 2\%$ that we find for a quench by 1% sufficiently far away from the phase transitions, and the thresh-
of the lowest eigenstates of a harmonic oscillator and the corresponding excitation profiles $\mathbf{e}_i$ are depicted. Since those profiles coincide with one-dimensional cuts through the excitation profiles $\mathbf{e}_{[0,i]}$, Fig. 2 provides a physical picture of how clamping causes slow equilibration in ‘$D$’ and ‘$E$’, but not in the other intervals depicted in Fig. 1. Crucially, unlike the photonic cavity modes, the excitation profiles are not mutually orthogonal, and their dynamics are coupled as described by Eq. (2). This means that a cavity mode can clamp other excitation profiles as well as its own. As one can see, the cavity mode profile of the mode $[0,1]$ has two maxima around which it couples strongly to the molecular environment (opaque regions G1 in Fig. 2). The mode $[0,0]$ couples strongly in the region C0 between those maxima, and the mode $[0,2]$ couples strongly between and outside those two maxima as indicated by C2. There are thus regions in which the competition between mode $[0,1]$ and the modes $[0,0]$ and $[0,2]$ for access to the excitations of the dye molecules is particularly strong. In the intervals ‘$B$’ and ‘$C$’, where mode $[0,0]$ is condensed, the molecules in C0 — in particular in the overlap with G1 — can become clamped, but the molecules outside the maxima can still change their excitation sufficiently well in response to a quench in pump, to allow for equilibration on the regular timescale. In the intervals ‘$D$’ and ‘$E$’, mode $[0,2]$ can also contribute to the clamping, so that the molecules on both sides of the relevant domain — including the overlap between G1 and C2 — are being clamped. This then results in the stabilization of $v_{[0,1]}^0$ close to $v^{[0,1]}_0$ and the corresponding slow equilibration, even though the driving pump has good overlap with all molecular excitation profiles.

In order to substantiate that Eq. (3) indeed describes well the slow equilibration, stronger quenches than 1% are more informative, since these will result in pronounced dynamics of the cavity excitation which allows for stringent comparison with the analytic prediction. Fig. 3 shows in detail the dynamics of a slow equilibration process resulting from an increase in pump power by
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and rating the intervals before and after a quench. The vertical lines separation time is shown as a function of pump power generic, as one can see in Fig. 4, where the equilibration time around phase transitions is slow, in- dependent of the initial state. Also equilibration of the chosen values of the pump power, but rather to the small quenches depicted in Fig. 1. Quite consistent with the reaction scheme depicted in Fig. 3 is not specific to the interplay of dynamics on fundamentally different time-scales that can, for example, be used to let undesired features decay while desired features are protected by slow decay times. Together with the ability to change the effective interactions

three orders of magnitude. One can see that the population \( n_{[0,0]} \) of the ground-state mode grows monotonically as result of the quench and that it reaches its new steady state on the time-scale \( 10/\kappa \). The population \( n_{[0,2]} \) also reaches its new steady state quickly, though not monotonically. The population \( n_{[0,1]} \) of the first excited mode rapidly grows to a value 14 orders of magnitude larger than its stationary value, but then reaches its new steady state on a substantially longer time-scale. In the time-window between \( 10/\kappa \) and \( 10^3/\kappa \) the decay is approximately algebraic \( \propto t^{-\frac{3}{2}} \). The inset depicts dynamics on a time-scale two orders of magnitude larger than the main figure, and confirms the subsequent exponential decay predicted by Eq. 3 with \( t_{0.1} \) taken from the stationary solution. The nearly perfect agreement with the simulated data over 7 orders of magnitude strongly supports the explanation of slow equilibration resulting from the close-to-critical value of \( t_{0.1} \).

The situation depicted in Fig. 3 is not specific to the chosen values of the pump power, but rather generic, as one can see in Fig. 4, where the equilibration time is shown as a function of pump power before and after a quench. The vertical lines separating the intervals ‘A’ to ‘E’ show that the equilibration time around phase transitions is slow, independent of the initial state. Also equilibration within the intervals ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ is fast for any initial pump power. Equilibration in the intervals ‘D’ and ‘E’ is always slow, and it tends to be slower in ‘E’, than in ‘D’ consistent with the reaction to the small quenches depicted in Fig. 1. Quite surprisingly, however, the equilibration time for a

post-quench state in ‘D’ or ‘E’ does depend on the initial conditions to some extent. In particular, for initial conditions in ‘B’, equilibration is less slow in ‘E’, and particularly slow in ‘D’. This can be attributed to the fact that, after a quench from initial conditions in ‘A’ mode [0, 1] gains macroscopic occupation of approximately \( 10^{13} \) before being clamped by modes [0, 0] and [0, 2], as shown in Fig. 3. After a quench from phase ‘B’, however, mode [0, 0] is already macroscopically occupied and immediately clamps mode [0, 1], which only attains a population of \( 10^7 \) before being clamped by modes [0, 0] and [0, 2]. This reduction in the population of mode [0, 1] reduces the time taken to decay to the steady state in ‘E’, but increases the time taken to reach the macroscopic occupation of region ‘D’.

This effect can also be exploited in order to arrive at steady states faster than with a simple quench. Starting with a pump power corresponding to interval ‘A’, for example, and quenching to interval ‘E’ will require an equilibration time about a factor of two longer than with a quench to interval ‘B’ followed by a quench to interval ‘E’ after a short delay. This effect is just a first signature of the vast potential that temporally modulated pumping has for the control of non-equilibrium phases of light. Varying pump powers without waiting for full equilibration will give access to the interplay of dynamics on fundamentally different time-scales that can, for example, be used to let undesired features decay while desired features are protected by slow decay times. Together with the ability to change the effective interactions
between different cavity modes in terms of suitably shaped cavity modes [21] this opens entirely new avenues towards the creation of tailored states of light with abundant applications such as quantum simulations or precision sensing. These ideas are by no means limited to bright sources of light, as considered here, but it applies equally well to systems with micro-fabricated cavities that support condensation of a few tens of photons [22] or even below ten photons [15]. In such systems, suitably chosen temporal profiles of pumping can also be used to explore quantum states with variable inter-mode correlations and coherence properties and the suppressed interaction with the molecular environment identified here can protect such non-classical states against decoherence and decay.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In this Supplementary Material, we provide additional analysis related to the phenomenon of non-critical slowing in photon condensates presented in the Main Text. We start in Sec. with a discussion on the effect of truncating our numerical simulations in the Main Text to low-energy cavity modes. We also provide evidence of the persistence of the slowing phenomena for pump powers as high as \(10^3/\kappa\). In Sec. , we show that the interesting slowing down attributed as non-critical in the Main text cannot be attributed to a long tail of the slow dynamics due to an additional phase transition resulting in critical slowing down. In Sec. , we provide some technical details on the definition of equilibration time in our work. We finally conclude with a short analysis on the identification of critical exponents in Sec. .

I. Truncation of the number of modes in the cavity

The present numerical simulations require a restriction to a small number of cavity modes which can result in truncation errors. In general, the inclusion of more cavity modes can lead to changes in the cavity dynamics, because of the competition over the excitations in the molecular reservoirs that all cavity modes participate in. As we will show here, for a fixed set of system parameters, the 15 cavity modes and a molecular environment with components up to level-2, as taken in the numerical simulations to obtain the slowing phenomenon, captures the dynamics of all quantities of interest very well. We note that this includes up to 3 orders (level-0, level-1 and level-2) of hierarchy in the approximation of the reduced molecular environment, as discussed in the Main Text. We compare these results with those obtained for simulations that include 10 and 21 modes and find that the enhanced competition in higher-energy modes does not lead to any qualitative or quantitative changes in the behavior of the system.

Fig.5 depicts the net equilibration times together with the corresponding mode populations for simulations with 10, 15 and 21 cavity modes, with the same system parameters considered in Fig.1 of the Main Text. The cut-off wavelength considered here (and in the Main Text) is 580.25 nm and the plots are shown for both level-1 and level-2 hierarchies for the molecular environment. The simulations agree very well in the prediction for all the condensation and decondensation events taking place. For 10 modes and level-1 molecular approximation, the observed critical pump powers are slightly different compared to the other simulations. However, excellent convergence is observed for 15 modes and more for both the critical points and the equilibration times. In particular, the slow equilibration in interval ‘E’ is not affected at all by further inclusion of higher cavity modes. Very similar results (not shown) are
also be obtained for 28, 36 and 45 modes. We note that the height of the peaks in the equilibration time extremely close to the critical pump powers are dependent on how finely the points are chosen, i.e., how close one is to the critical point. This proximity can change with slight numerical changes that arise from change in system parameters such as spatial resolution of molecules or number of modes. For a sufficiently fine set of pump powers, the height in equilibration peaks at critical points will converge, but this can be numerically challenging. However, this is not relevant to explaining the non-critical equilibration times and the important slowing away from criticality, where excellent convergence is already observed.

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained for simulations with 15 and 21 cavity modes, with level-2 approximation for the molecular environment, and now for pump powers as high as $10^3/\kappa$. As one can see, the equilibration time and slowing behavior for all individual modes agree very well. Moreover, for the same set of system parameters, the slow equilibration in interval ‘E’ is persistent even for higher pump powers regardless of the number of modes in the simulation. Therefore, no alternative explanation is possible for the observed slowing down behavior away from the critical pump powers different to the one given in the Main Text.

In order to confirm our explanation of non-critical slowing down, we consider a different cutoff wavelength, 579.50 nm, with 15 cavity modes and keeping up to level-2 components of the molecular environment in our simulation. Fig. 7 shows equilibration times for individual modes and mode populations. In addition to the slowing behavior observed so far, there is an additional phase transition with the condensation of mode [0, 3] resulting in an additional instance of critical slowing down above the decondensation threshold of mode [0, 1]. As one can see, all modes, including mode [0, 1] feature critical slowing down around this phase transition, but the plateau of slow dynamics identified as non-critical slowing down in the Main Text is clearly not the tail of this peak. Interestingly, another region of non-critical slowing down emerges in the interval ‘F’, which is slower than the equilibration time at the previous interval ‘E’. The reason for further slowing away from critical pump powers is that there are is an additional condensed mode in this region, which introduces a new competition for the molecular excitation.

II. Non-critical slowing and further condensation peaks

The non-critical slowing is most dramatic for dye detunings, and consequently absorption and emission rates, deep into the decondensed regime. In this regime however there are no additional condensation/decondensation events taking place. Therefore, no alternative explanation is possible for the observed slowing down behavior away from the critical pump powers different to the one given in the Main Text.

In order to confirm our explanation of non-critical slowing down, we consider a different cutoff wavelength, 579.50 nm, with 15 cavity modes and keeping up to level-2 components of the molecular environment in our simulation. Fig. 7 shows equilibration times for individual modes and mode populations. In addition to the slowing behavior observed so far, there is an additional phase transition with the condensation of mode [0, 3] resulting in an additional instance of critical slowing down above the decondensation threshold of mode [0, 1]. As one can see, all modes, including mode [0, 1] feature critical slowing down around this phase transition, but the plateau of slow dynamics identified as non-critical slowing down in the Main Text is clearly not the tail of this peak. Interestingly, another region of non-critical slowing down emerges in the interval ‘F’, which is slower than the equilibration time at the previous interval ‘E’. The reason for further slowing away from critical pump powers is that there are is an additional condensed mode in this region, which introduces a new competition for the molecular excitation.

III. Definition of equilibration time

Equilibration time is defined in the Main Text as the time for the slowest mode to arrive at a deviation of $10^{-6}$ from its steady state value. For
systems close to their steady state value, the decay towards the steady state will be exponential. In such circumstances, the exponential decay time would provide a robust definition of the equilibration time, and would be a feature of the final pump power alone, independent of the starting pump power.

Figure 8 shows that an exponential definition of decay time gives qualitatively the same results as those presented in Fig. 1 of the Main Text, with the two definitions related by a simple scaling factor. Later in the Main Text however, we consider equilibration times after large quenches in pump power. Under these conditions, much of the dynamics from initial state to final state is transient and non-exponential. We therefore choose a consistent definition of equilibration time which captures the key features in both cases.

IV. Fitting critical power laws

Fig. 9 depicts the equilibration rate (inverse of equilibration time) as a function of the power, $P - P_{\text{crit}}$, where $P_{\text{crit}}$ is the critical power, corresponding to the four phase transitions in figure 1 of the Main Text. For critical slowing down with an exponent of -1, each phase transition should be a pair of straight lines meeting at a rate of zero for $P = P_{\text{crit}}$, as is clearly seen in figure 9. For each critical point, because of the different power scales involved for different peaks, the values have been rescaled in $|P - P_{\text{crit}}|$ and rate to make all data visible on the same plot. The four colours of data points correspond to four critical peaks in figure 1 of the Main Text. The solid line shows $|P - P_{\text{crit}}|$ as a guide to the eye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical point</th>
<th>Below Threshold</th>
<th>Above Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>-0.9998</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-C</td>
<td>-0.9996</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-D</td>
<td>-0.9996</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-E</td>
<td>-0.9995</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Coefficients of determination for equilibration rate as a function of $|P - P_{\text{crit}}|$ just below and just above the four critical peaks in Fig. 9.

[19] See the Supplemental Material for a description of the phenomena for different number of modes, as well as a more detailed analysis of the slowing behaviour both near and away from the critical regions.